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In any discussion on humans and humanism there are a lot of different view, beliefs, 

misconceptions, and convolutions.  Too often these discussions lack objectivity, proper 

questioning, inadequate knowledge, and, as some would say, downright stupidity. 

 

The transgender concept is not new.  In fact, drawings dating back to the Neolithic age 

show human figures having both female breasts and male genitals.  Up until 1906 the 

concept of transgender mostly revolved around how individuals identified themselves 

and how they dressed.  That is not to say that there were not any attempts to change 

the human body from one sex to another.  Most of these attempts were probably made 

using various herbs and medicinal that would visually change a person’s body features.  

Deliberate castration, with the intent to assume the opposite sex, has been practiced 

throughout history. 

 

However in1906, a transgender person became the first sex reassignment surgery to 

take place.  Since then the number of such surgeries have been an increasing, 

especially in children under age 19. 

 

Our society as a whole has strayed away from its moral and ethical paths.  While there 

are many gray areas in our lives, there are some absolutes. 

 

No matter how one looks at sex or gender, humans have only three physical genders. 

1. Male 

2. Female 

3. Hermaphrodite  

All the sex reassignment surgeries and medications do not change this fact.   

 

So how did so many people come to believe that there are more than three genders?   

 

There are many factors involved but they all come down to one major factor – that of 

ignorance.  Humans are different from ALL other species in that we have been given the 

gift of “Free Will.”  The concept of free will is that we have the “ability to act at our own 

discretion, to make decisions, choices, or perform actions independent of constraints.” 

 

In other words, we have the ability to let others think for us and to believe what they say.  

Therein lays ignorance because we have chosen not to “look” for ourselves or to verify 

what is false or truth. 



For centuries there has existed a schism between religion and science with neither side 

really understanding that they are both heavily entwined. One side takes things on faith 

while the other side wants physical proof.  Yet in the scientific world, while knowledge is 

very limited, it also grows as “new” things are discovered.  For example, with regard to 

medicine, doctors are “rediscovering” ancient treatments and remedies for better health. 

 

As far back as ancient Greece, only three genders existed.  Yet today, many scientists 

and social activists have tried to convince us that there are as many as 7 genders.   

 

Female 
 

an individual of the sex that is typically capable of bearing young 
or producing egg 

Male 
 

the sex of an organism that produces the gamete (sex cell) 
known as sperm 

Intersex 
 

a person is born with a combination of male and female biological 
traits 

Trans 
 

A person whose gender identity differs from the sex they were 
assigned at birth 

Non-Conforming 
 

people who do not follow other people's ideas or stereotypes 
about how they should look or act based on the female or male 
sex they were assigned at birth 

Personal 
 

a person’s personal and social identity as a man, woman or non-
binary person   how a person presents gender outwardly, through 
behavior, clothing, voice or other perceived characteristics 

Eunuch a person who was assigned male at birth, and who was castrated 

 

If we look carefully at the above definitions, we observe that the first three genders are 

based on actual sex attributes while the next three are based on social attributes, and 

the final, eunuch, is based solely on removal of an organ but still on sex attributes. 

 

Like many other aspects of society, the meaning of words has changed with time.  

While sex and gender were initially interchangeable, they have now become “politically 

correct” words with different meanings.  While the term “sex” has retained its original 

meaning of male, female, and hermaphrodite, there is a movement to add female trans 

and male trans to the list.  “Gender” covers a multitude of social identities.   

 

So far we have shown why so many people may believe that there are more than 3 

sexes.  However we have not discussed the transgender phenomena taking place 

today. 

 

Transgender operations, a euphemism for “sex reassignment surgery,” are being 

pushed onto children who are younger than 19 years old.  This is a horrible operation 

for any youth udergo because they are immature, have raging hormones, and are trying 



to find their identity.  Amoral therapists, councilors, and physicians are pushing the 

transgender agenda for whatever reasons.  They are not concerned about the youth, 

his/her parents, family, or the community. 

 

While two facts have been stated regarding sex and transgender operations, one other 

fact that is not being publicly discussed.  That fact is that when a person undergoes 

transgender surgery, they will never be able to reproduce. 

 

You may be asking why this fact so important.  Initially this fat does not seem to be 

important.  So what a transgender cannot reproduce?   

 

In the 19th century Thomas Malthus postulated that the world will become dangerously 

overpopulated and would lead to extinction of the human.  Malthusianism is the basis on 

which population control theories are built  

 

Malthusianism led to the “eugenics” theory that not all races are the same and that the 

"bad" races must die out to make room for the "good" ones.  Nazi Germany embraced 

eugenics in WW-2 and greatly admired Margaret Sanger, a strong proponent of race 

control and founder of Planned Parenthood. 

 

After WW-2, eugenics went underground and reemerged in the 1950s under a new 

name – the “Population Explosion” theory.  Initially this theory targeted the poor, unfit, 

and “bad” races.  According to the “Myth of Overpopulation. . .” article by Austin Ruse, 

“The chief feature of the population bomb scare has been coercion. If, as proponents 

suggested, overpopulation was a dire threat to the entire planet, then policy makers 

believed that some populations must be forced to reduce their number.” 

 

Ruse’s statement plays out as governments developed coercive programs to control 

population, the most famous of which are China and Peru.  Such programs were also 

developed in the United States, the European Union, and the United Nations.   

 

But governments were not the only ones pushing the population explosion theory.  

Private groups, such as Population Reference Bureau, Worldwatch, Population Council, 

Planned Parenthood, and many others, support having poor, drug addicted women 

being paid for getting sterilized. 

 

While the “war” against overpopulation continued, the “population controllers” were 

looking for new approaches as the explosion theory was getting bad press.  Although 

fertility rates continued to decline into the 21st century, the controllers wanted to keep 

the decline going.  Thus they came up with a new phrase – “reproductive rights.”   



 

While many of the control programs that were developed were aimed at women, some 

were also aimed at men.  In the 1970s vasectomies became a popular birth control 

method because there was less risk and shorter recovery times with vasectomies than 

female sterilization.   Both birth control methods however led to new innovations and 

eventually became reversible.  The controllers were not happy with these advances and 

blamed reversible operations on a continued population growth. 

 

There is a dichotomy between fertility rates and population growth that was not fully 

understood.  While fertility rates have decreased around the world, the world population 

has increased.  While this may appear puzzling, the reality is that people are living 

longer, healthier lives.   

 

Given that any country has a limited supply of renewable resources it would be 

reasonable to aim for a net zero gain in population growth.  That is for every person who 

dies, one is also born.  The truth is that more than 80 countries are below replacement 

fertility and countries are not replacing their population.  It is predicted that within 20 

years, with exception of a few African nations, every country will be below replacement 

fertility. 

 

The controllers continue making the case that the world will soon run out of natural 

resources, and they continue devising ways to lower growth.  The latest transgender 

movement/push along with secret government and private programs to control fertility 

will accomplish that goal if left unchecked. 

 

From a more personal aspect, we are born according to what nature provides.  Our 

DNA is predetermined, and (if you believe) we are born in God’s perfect image. 

 

Science has not been able to create life nor has it been successful in changing a 

person’s body to be reproductive in order to preserve the human species through 

procreation. 

 

You may ot think this effects you but it does.  For example, if you don’t have a 

replacement population, your social security goes down and your taxes go up. 

 

Protect the children from treacherous adults 

Put a stop to these obscene operations 

Condemn the population controllers 


